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ABSTRACT
We outline a model for the health e ects of air pollutants on individuals given true pollutant
exposure. This is aggregated to form the typical group-level analysis of pollutant e ects.
However only surrogate exposure data are available from ambient monitors. We therefore
also consider the exposure distribution and measurement characteristics of the pollutant
data. We combine these with the disease model of interest and discuss estimation of the
exposure e ect in the presence of the additional modeling. We apply these to asthma
hospital admissions data from Seattle. We note that these analyses are limited by the
restriction to ambient monitor data. While we set up a framework for incorporating personal
exposures, estimation cannot proceed without data beyond those available to us.
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1 Introduction

The U.S. Clean Air Act mandates regulation of ambient air pollutants to protect public
health and welfare from any actual or potential adverse e ects. The ubiquity of air pollutant
exposures in the U.S. population and this legislative mandate have spawned numerous
population-based health e ect studies. Most of these are opportunistic studies using an
ecologic time series design. Typically they assess the association between ambient air
pollutant measurements and health event counts over time within a single geographic area.
Little attention has been given to the ability of these studies to accurately assess the
putative individual health e ects of interest.
Epidemiologists are nearly always interested in estimating the individual-level (as opposed to
group-level) e ects of exposure on disease. This argues for using individual-level study
designs with individual-level data. However, most often in the air pollution eld this
approach is not feasible since the costs of obtaining personal pollutant exposure data in a
population are prohibitive and many of the outcomes of interest are rare. One alternative is
to use an aggregate study design that preserves the individual-level parameter interpretation.
One initially speci es a plausible disease model at the individual level and then sums over
individuals to produce an aggregate model. Most naturally the model will be conditional on
an individual's true personal pollutant exposure. However, true personal exposures cannot
be observed and personal exposure measurements will not distinguish between ambient
source and non-ambient source exposures, a distinction that is clearly relevant to the Clean
Air Act mandate. Further, often the best available exposure data are surrogate exposures
taken from xed-site ambient monitors. In order to use the available data and still account
for the true exposure data we wish we had, one can expand the modeling to incorporate two
additional models, an exposure distribution and a measurement error model. We assume
that only the disease model incorporates the exposure e ect parameters of interest. Since
the true exposure cannot be observed, it is necessary to model the exposure distribution in
order to obtain the more general model of the disease conditional on the measured exposure.
In this paper we will specify plausible disease, measurement, and exposure distribution
models with the goal of estimating the health e ects of air pollutants. We will propose a
quasi-likelihood approach for estimation. We will apply our models and approach to a
dataset of asthma hospital admissions in Seattle. By making comparisons with previous
work, we will be able to compare estimates conditioned on measured ambient exposure data
with those that focus directly on the personal exposure of interest and suggest areas for
further research.
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2 Approach

We wish to estimate how much an increase in pollution a ects the risk of disease morbidity
or mortality in the population. We begin by specifying an individual disease model for the
probability of a particular outcome and an overdispersed variance model as
E(YitjXit ; Zit; bit ; ) = it
= 0t bit exp(Xit + Zit )
var(YitjXit ; Zit; bit ; ) = 2 it (1 , it ):
Here Yit is an outcome indicator for individual i on day t, 0t is the baseline disease
probability, bit is an individual frailty or susceptiblity to disease, exp() the relative risk
function with exposures Xit and confounders Zit, and  = f ; g are the parameters to be
estimated. For simplicity here we will assume that the confounders vary only as a function
of time, i.e. Zit  Zt. We may allow the confounders to enter as arbitrary smooth functions,
while typically the pollutants will enter as linear e ects. Our main focus is on the exposure
e ect parameters for the true exposure to ambient pollutants, Xit .
Conditional on the covariates and the frailty, we assume the Yit are independent. We will
assume the frailties can be characterized simply. Let the individual frailties be independent
over individuals with moments
E(bit ) = 1
var(bit ) = b2 ;
independent of t and Xit. The independence of individual susceptibility with exposure levels
will need careful consideration in speci c applications. For some pollutants it is likely that
some individuals, particularly those most susceptible to air pollution e ects, will modify
their pollution exposure on high air pollution days. The independent frailty assumption may
be reasonable for particulate matter (PM) or carbon monoxide (CO) exposures, both of
which have high penetration rates. Thus exposure to ambient air pollutants in outdoor air
will not be very di erent from indoor air implying that individual behavior will not
substantially impact individual exposure to ambient source levels. This same independent
frailty assumption will be poorly justi ed for exposures such as ozone (O3) where air
pollution alerts are broadly advertized and indoor penetration rates are low so that
individual behavior will have a signi cant impact on individual exposure.
The individual data, Yit, are presence or absence of an event for individual i on day t in
geographic region S . However, the outcome data are typically only
available as event counts
P
nt
on day t. Thus we need to model the aggregate outcomes Yt = i=1 Yit in a population of
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size nt . Thus
E(YtjXit; Zt; bit 8i = 1; : : : ; nt; ) =

nt
X

i=1

it

= nt t
nt
X
var(YtjXit; Zt; bit 8i = 1; : : : ; nt; ) = 2 (ntt , 2it )
i=1

Given our frailty model assumptions we can marginalize over susceptibility:
E(YtjXit; Zt8i = 1; : : : ; nt; ) = 0t

nt
X
exp(X
i=1

it

+ Zt )

= nt ~t
nt
X
var(YtjXit; Zt8i = 1; : : : ; nt; ) = 2 (nt ~t + (b2 , 2 (1 + b2)) ~2it )
i=1

where ~it = 0t exp(Xit + Zt )
Analysis based on this model is still not feasible since personal exposure to ambient
pollutants, Xit, typically is not measured for any, not to mention all individuals in a de ned
geographic area. Instead one can obtain ambient measurements from one or more sites
within the geographic area of interest. Therefore we must link the ambient pollution
measurements in spatial location s on day t, Wst, to the unmeasured true individual
exposures Xit . We make three additional assumptions a this point. First we assume that for
all ambient measurements W = fWst : s 2 S ; t = 1; : : : ; T g, W is a true surrogate for Xit so
that
E(YtjXit; Zt; W 8i = 1; : : : ; nt ; ) = E(YtjXit ; Zt; ):
Second, we assume the pollutant e ect and thus Xit will be small so we can use a
polynomial approximation for expfXit g yielding

XJ
E (expfXit gjZt; W;  ) =: 1 + E(Xitj jZt; W;  ) j =j !:
j =1

(21)

This means we need only characterize the moments of XitjZt; W in order to substitute
ambient pollution measurements for true personal pollution exposures in the disease model.
We will use this approximation for lognormally distributed predictors where the moment
generating function does not converge. It will be important to assess the contribution of
higher moments in any particular application. Finally, to greatly simplify our variance
model, we assume the disease probability is suciently small so that any terms involving 2it
will be negligible.
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Then we may write the aggregate disease model conditional on ambient pollution
measurements as
E(YtjW; Zt) = t

nt
X

= 0t expfZt g [1 +
i=1

var(YtjW; Zt) =: 2 t:

XJ E(X j jZ ; W;  ) j =j !]
it t

j =1

The term 0t expfZt g includes the baseline risk, known o sets, and confounding factors.
Note that these de ne the mean and variance of an overdispersed Poisson model. They di er
from the typical model used in ecologic time series studies of air pollution e ects in how the
ambient pollutant data are incorporated. This model indicates that one needs the expected
individual exposure given ambient measurements as well as higher order moments. These
will vary as a function of time and thus cannot be neglected if one wants an unbiased
estimate of the exposure e ect parameter . Our goal in this paper is to evaluate the impact
of ignoring the exposure modeling in the analysis of air pollution health e ect studies. We
will formulate a model for the air pollution exposure, use these quantities in the above
regression model, and compare our results with those obtained when the exposure
distribution is ignored.
3 Exposure Model

Exposure modeling poses signi cant challenges because the true exposure and its
distribution are not observed. Thus we will need to rely on assumptions, and we expect only
some of these may be veri ed independently. We emphasize that our interest is in the
ambient source personal exposure. This di ers from total personal exposure, the type of
personal exposure that can be feasibly measured with current technology. We hypothesize
the following model for true personal exposure to person i on day t:

Xit + Iit = it Asit + Iit
where Xit is the true personal exposure to ambient source pollutants, Iit is the air pollutant
exposure to person i on day t from non-ambient sources (e.g. the personal cloud and indoor
sources), Asit is the true ambient level at location si and time t, and it is the fraction of
ambient air person i is exposed to on day t for 0  it  1. We further assume that each
person i is con ned to a single location s. This implies notationally that si is equivalent to i.
We note now that even if we specify the disease model conditional on the true personal
exposure Xit + Iit , we can dispense with the non-ambient source component of personal
exposure in this design. Since the only available exposure measurements are from ambient
monitors, there is no information in the data about this source. More important, since we
5

are aggregating over individuals, under certain conditions the non-ambient source exposure
will not bias the e ect estimate in an aggregate model. Key properties to verify are:
E(Iit jW) = I
var(Iit jW) = I2:
When neither of these vary over time, they do not impact modeling in an aggregate time
series design.
The other two components of the true exposure to ambient air pollutants are the fraction of
ambient air exposure, it , and the true ambient level Asit . Most appropriately the ambient
level will vary over space. While we will de ne exposure variables spatially, for the purposes
of this paper we will make the further simplifying assumption that there is no spatial
variation, i.e.
At = Asit :
We also expect it to vary over individuals and time. Work by Mage et al. (1999) suggests a
reasonable model will be a function of time spent outdoors, indoor air exchange rates, and
pollutant-speci c penetration and deposition parameters:

it =: rit + (1 , rit)Pait =(k + ait);

where rit is the fraction of time an individual spends outdoors, P is the penetration rate for
a speci c pollutant (0 < P < 1), ait is the number of air exchanges per hour, and k is the
pollutant-speci c deposition rate. We assume that it = rit = 1 for any individual who
spends their entire 24-hour day outdoors and it = Pait =(k + ait ) < 1 for any individual who
spends a whole day indoors. We reasonably expect it to vary seasonally since people spend
more time outdoors in the warm months than in the cold season. Air exchange rates vary by
individual and seasonally depending upon use of open windows and building-speci c
ventilation system characterisitcs. Penetration rates are a function of individual pollutants
with ne particulates and carbon monoxide having high penetration rates while ozone and
sulfur dioxide bind readily to surfaces and thus don't penetrate well indoors. This model
suggests analyses that rely exclusively on ambient monitoring measurements will produce
biased health e ect estimates for pollutants, subpopulations, and/or seasons when E(it) < 1.
We currently have no data on it . This is a potentially fruitful area of research that will
improve health e ect estimates from air pollution studies. We will make the strong (and
poorly justi ed) assumption here that it   = 1.
We will also need a measurement model for the ambient pollutant measurements indexed by
space and time. De ne Wst to be the measured ambient air pollutant level at time t and
spatial location s, Ast to be the \true" global ambient air pollutant level on day t at location
s, Lst to be local source contributions to the ambient monitor, and Ust the measurement
6

error. In this paper we will average over space and use W t for Wt . (We will drop the overbar
from further notation.) Assume
Wt = At Lt Ut
E(Lt Ut ) = 1
var(Lt Ut ) = exp(W2 e2 ) , 1
cov(Lt Ut ; Lt Ut ) = 0 8t 6= t0
Temporal dependence in the local e ects will not be separable from the global e ects for a
single pollution time series. We expect better resolution from spatio-temporal data; the
potential for better spatio-temporal modeling to improve the health e ect estimate remains
to be explored.
Our experience suggests (see Section 6) that a reasonable model for Wt depends upon daily
covariates, Zt, a smooth function of time with n degrees of freedom, s(t; n), has a zero mean
with constant variance measurement error component, W et , and has a residual correlation
of up to 4 days for the stationary residuals W (t). We will assume a model with nonzero
autocorrelation for three lags. Thus our model is
log(Wt )jZt = (t; Zt) + W ((t) + et )
(31)
(t; Zt) = Zt + s(t; n)
(32)
where (t) and et have independent multivariate normal distributions with zero mean, and
et  i:i:d: N (0; e2) 8 t
var((t)) = 1 , e2
corr((t); (t , 1)) = 1
corr((t); (t , 2)) = 2
corr((t); (t , 3)) = 3
corr((t); (t , t0)) = 0 8 t0 > 3:
0

0

This suggests we de ne the components of Wt as
log(At)jZt = (t; Zt) + W ((t) + W e2 =2);
(33)
and
log(Lt Ut ) = W (et , W e2=2):
(34)
This de nition constrains E(Lt Ut ) = 1. Thus the exposure and measurement model
parameters  include the mean parameters  and parameters making up s() as well as the
variance parameters 1 ; 2; 3 ; W2 ; e2 .
Given X jW is assumed to be lognormal, this implies
E(Xitj jZt; W;  ) = expfjX jW + j 2 X2 jW =2g
where X jW and X2 jW are the conditional mean and variance of Xt jW.
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4 Estimaton

Quasi-likelihood estimating equations can be used to estimate the disease model parameters
 while treating the exposure and measurement model paremeters  as nuisance parameters.
In general terms, we write the original likelihood for the data as

LO (;  ) = fZ (Y; W jZ ; ;  )
=
f1(Y jX; Z ; ) f2(W jX; Z ;  ) f3 (X jZ ;  ) dX:
X
where f1 (Y jX; Z ; ) is the disease model, f2 (W jX; Z ;  ) is the measurement model, and
f3 (X jZ ;  ) is the exposure model. Liang & Liu (1991) propose basing the estimation on the
modi ed likelihood

LM (;  ) = f (Y jW; Z ; ;  ) =

Z

X

f1(Y jX; Z ; )f (X jW; Z ;  )dX:

since LO (;  ) = LM (;  )f (W jZ ;  ) and it is reasonable to assume that LM (;  ) carries
little information about  . Thus we can replace  by an estimate and maximize the
pseudo-likelihood LM (; ^). When E (Y jW; Z ;  ) and var(Y jW; Z ;  ) are easy to calculate, we
may avoid integrating over X and instead apply estimating equations. The score function
based on LM (; ^) is

U (; ^) =

XT U (; ^) = XT fD g V ,1(Y ,  );
t=1

t

t=1

 t t

t

t

for t = E (YtjWt; Zt ; ; ^), fD gt = @t =@, and Vt = var(YtjWt; Zt ; ; ^). In order to
appropriately estimate the variance of ^, we must account for estimation of  and any
residual time dependence induced
by modeling the exposure. Liang & Liu (1991) showed
p
^
that for independent data, T ( , ) is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and variance VQ
derived from partitioning the joint distribution of U (; ^)=T and ^ ,  . By substituting
empirical estimates we obtain
V^Q = B ,1 [C + 2A cov(Ut (;  ); ^) + A cov(^ ) AT ] B ,1
where

XT

B = T1 fD gTt Vt,1 fD gt
t=1
XT U (;  )T U (;  )
C = T1
i
j
i;j =1
T

X

A = T1 fD gTt Vt,1 fD gt
t=1
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for fD gt = @t =@ and estimates of ^; ^ are substituted for ;  . When the secondary
parameter  is assumed to be known, the second two terms in the variance drop out leaving
only the sandwich variance estimate, B ,1CB ,1 . Even when  is estimated, typically we will
assume that cov(Ut ; ^) = 0 since ^ does not depend on Yt, leaving only the rst and last
terms in the variance. Lumley & Heagerty (1999) note that for correlated data, the plug-in
estimate C will tend to 0. They propose weighted estimates in order to correct for this
inconsistency:
XT
C^ = T1 w wij Ui (; ^)T Uj (; ^)
i;j =1

where w  1, wii = 1 and wij  1 for i 6= j . We apply their weighted empirical adaptive
variance estimators (WEAVEs) with truncated weights.
All that remains is to estimate the nuisance parameters  and their covariances. We
estimate the secondary mean parameters,  and the parameters of the regression spline, s(:),
using least squares. In estimates of their covariances, we incorporate the temporal
dependence (Seber (1977)). We use the sample variance of the residuals as an estimate of
W2 . The variance of this estimate is obtained through direct implementation of theorem 1.8
in Seber (1977). After dividing the residuals by the estimated W , we obtain sample
estimates for (1; 2 ; 3), and then apply Bartell's formula (Brockwell & Davis (1991)) to
estimate their covariance matrix. We assume that the mean and the variance estimates are
uncorrelated, as well as the estimate of W2 with the estimates of (1 ; 2; 3 ). We estimate 2
from the usual Pearson residuals.
5 Simulation Studies

We studied the e ect of monitor measurement error in a series of simulation studies. We
simulated 3-year (T = 1096) exposure, measurement and disease outcome series using
parameters derived from an 8-year Seattle time series (Sheppard et al. (1999)). The
measured PM, Wt , was modeled as given in (31). We assumed the PM exposure mean was
known with e ects for stagnation, season, and day of week (32). We de ned stagnation to
be the number of hours per day that the wind speed was below the 25th percentile for all
hourly measurements from that monitor. We used regression splines to model season with 3
degrees of freedom per year in the 3-year series. Day of week was a factor variable. The
stochastic component of the exposure, W (t), had parameters W2 = 0:11,
(1 ; 2 ; 3) = (0:45; 0:24; 0:15) or (0:60; 0:40; 0:05). We studied measurement error variances
e2 of 0.1 and 0.2. We again assumed the fraction of ambient exposure parameter, it , was
xed at 1.
We assumed a simple disease model with no confounding factors. Asthma hospitalizations
had a Poisson distribution with mean exp( + Xt ) for = :888 and = :003. In the
estimation we used the rst six conditional moments in the approximation (21).
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Table 1 gives estimated parameter estimates, standard error estimates and coverage
probabilities for models using the known and measured PM exposures as well as from the
model using expected personal exposure. The rst standard error estimate is estimated from
the distribution of ^. The second is the square root of the average of the asymptotic
variance estimates. All coecient and standard error estimates are scaled by 103. Under the
four conditions studied, there is a small amount of attenuation bias in the measured
predictor while the expected exposure conditional on the measurements has some positive
bias, particularly with the larger measurement error variance of 0.2. Overall however, all
approaches give estimates close to the true value with good coverage.
6 Analysis

In this section we did an analysis on data collected in Seattle for eight years (1987-1994)
similar to that reported by Sheppard et al. (1999). The outcome of interest was the count of
asthma hospital admissions for all residents in a subset of King County below age 65. We
used the ambient exposure data directly as a predictor, as well as expected exposure
conditional on ambient measurements. Here we restricted the exposure measurements to
PM10 and included temperature as a confounder, time and day of the week as both
confounders and as exposure predictors, and stagnation as an additional exposure predictor.
We de ned stagnation as given in the previous section by site and then averaged over all
sites. This was a strong predictor in the exposure model (see Figure 1) and its inclusion in
the model reduced the residual autocorrelation and removed much of the residual structure
in the autocorrelation (Figure 2). We used the same exposure model described in the
previous section. Using replicate measurements from two monitoring sites, we estimated the
pure measurement error variance to be only 0.02. We were concerned that this estimate does
not account for any local area variation in the measurement error, so we examined e2 at
0.02, 0.1, and 0.2 in order to allow up to 20% of the variance due to local spatial variation.
In the disease model we adjusted for seasonal variation using a 32 degree of freedom
regression spline and allowed temperature to vary as a 4 degree of freedom regression spline.
Day of the week entered as a factor variable, yielding 44 parameters in the disease model.
Table 2 gives estimates of the PM10 health e ect parameter and standard error using the
ambient data and the expected personal exposure conditional on the ambient data given the
three measurement error variance assumptions. The exposure e ect parameter estimate and
its standard error increase with the size of the assumed measurement error variance. The
change is small and does not in uence the relative risk estimate.
7 Discussion

We have proposed an approach to modeling short-term pollutant exposure e ects of ambient
source personal exposure using ambient monitoring data. We began development from an
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individual-level disease model conditional on true personal exposure. Lacking appropriate
data, aggregation of the individual-level disease model and additional modeling assumptions
were necessary. Interpretation of the exposure e ect parameter is preserved under this
development as long as the hypothesized models and simplifying assumptions are valid. By
clearly de ning a set of models and underlying assumptions we create a framework for
discussion among PM researchers, expose assumptions needing veri cation, and identify gaps
in current data. We currently lack data to assess the impact of many of our simplifying
assumptions.
In our simulation study and Seattle analysis we observed that the correction for pure
measurement error without any local spatial or personal exposure variation yielded a trivial
change in the exposure e ect parameter estimate. If this captured all the sources of
variation and error, then ecologic time series health e ects studies as currently practiced do
a reasonable job of estimation air pollution health e ects. However, we do not believe that
the replicate ambient measurements within sites we used to estimate the measurement error
adequately captured the unexplained variation in true personal exposure. In particular, in
our analyses there was no exposure variation across individuals. Explicitly including the
aggregation became unnecessary under this simpli cation. Incorporation of spatial variation
in the ambient PM levels along with individual-speci c ambient air exposure fractions will
increase the within-day personal exposure variation of expected personal exposures. An
aggregate disease model with time- and individual-speci c personal exposures can estimate
the relative risk parameter speci ed in an individual-level exponential relative risk model.
Further research is necessary to understand the impact of incorporating a spatio-temporal
personal exposure model and the ability of the simpler ecologic time series studies to
adequately estimate this parameter.
This work suggests there is considerable room for improved personal exposure studies. These
studies should focus on estimation of the parameters in the personal exposure model and
veri cation of key assumptions regarding source apportionment, fraction of outdoor air
exposure, and independence of fraction of outdoor air exposure with other factors, namely
individual frailties and spatial variation in ambient levels. The emphasis of such studies
should be on capturing the major sources of exposure variation in order to improve health
e ect parameter estimates rather than focusing on optimization of exposure predictions per
se.
For estimation we used a quasi-likelihood estimating equations approach. This approach
relies on speci cation of only mean and variance models for the disease model of interest.
However when incorporating a measurement error model, additional modeling assumptions
for the exposure and measurement error distribution are unavoidable, diminishing the
natural appeal of quasi-likelihood. An alternative would be to use a Bayesian approach.
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Table 1

Simulation Studies (150 sims): Properites of the Exposure E ect Parameter ( = 3  10,3)
under Di erent Exposure and Measurement Distribution Assumptions and Using Di erent
Exposure Metrics

(W2 ,1 ,2 ,3 )
(.11,.45,.24,.15)

W
X jW
X

(.11,.60,.40,.05)

W
X jW
X

^

= 0:1
(pvar ^ ; pvcar ^)

2.90
3.10
3.02

(1.03 ;1.06 )
(1.10 ;1.12 )
(1.04 ;1.08 )

2.83
3.01
2.94

(1.13 ;1.07 )
(1.20 ;1.14 )
(1.13 ;1.10 )

e2

^
95% CI
Coverage
97
2.82
97
3.27
97
3.05
95
95
96
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2.77
3.19
3.02

= 0:2
(pvar ^ ; pvcar ^)
e2

(0.92 ;1.00 )
(1.08 ;1.17 )
(0.95 ;1.05 )

95% CI
Coverage
97
93
98

(1.01 ;1.00 )
(1.15 ;1.15 )
(1.06 ;1.04 )

96
95
95

Table 2
Health E ect Parameter Estimates (103) Using Di erent Exposure Measures
^

SE ( ^)

95% CI

W

1.88

0.70

(0.51,3.25)

X jW; e2 = 0:02

1.90

0.77

(0.39,3.41)

X jW; e2 = 0:10

1.99

0.81

(0.40,3.58)

X jW; e2 = 0:20

2.09

0.86

(0.40,3.78)

Exposure Estimate
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Figure 1: Stagnation vs. log(PM)
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Figure 2: Autocorrelations for ambient log(PM) residuals adjusted for season and day of week,
without stagnation in the model (upper plot) or after adjusting for stagnation (lower plot)
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